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Əziz ADAlılar,
Maraqlı müraciət formasıdır, deyilmi? Bildiyimiz kimi,
Azərbaycan dilində “lı”, “li”, “lu” şəkilçiləri insanın müəyyən
yerə, məkana aid olduğunu, bağlılığını bildirir. Məncə, ADA
məktəbinin hər bir şagirdi, müəllimi, administrativ işçisi, bu
böyük kollektivin hər bir üzvü ADAlı adlandırıla bilər.
Jurnalımızın adı da elə buradan yarandı – ADAlılar.
Hər birimizin həyatında məktəb mühüm bir rol oynayır,
məktəblə unudulmaz xatirələrimiz bağlıdır. Bu xatirələr bizim
üçün ona görə doğma və dəyərlidir ki, burada ilk dostlarımızı
qazanırıq, ilk nailiyyətlərimizə sevinirik, uğursuzluqlarımıza
kədərlənirik, ilk müəllimlərimizlə tanış oluruq, vətəndaş kimi
formalaşırıq. Bu günün şagirdləri sabah “həyat” adlanan
dalğalı dənizə öz xırda qayıqları ilə səyahətə çıxacaqlar. O
dalğalar onları hara aparacaq, kim bilir... Məktəb olaraq,
vəzifəmiz bu bilik qayıqlarını daha möhkəm etmək, şagirdlərə
düzgün yol göstərmək, onları layiqli vətəndaş kimi
formalaşdırmaqdan ibarətdir.
ADA məktəbində şagirdlərə müstəqil qərar verməyi, özünü
ifadə etməyi, sosial aktiv olmağı öyrədirik. Bunun üçün biz,
məktəb administrasiyası olaraq, var gücümüzlə işləyirik –
uşaqlarda hər hansı talantı müəyyən edərək, onu inkişaf
etdirməyə, şagirdlərlə müxtəlif sosial-mədəni layihələr
üzərində çalışırıq. Bu layihələrdən biri də ADAlılar jurnalıdır.
Düşündük ki, şagirdlərin öz mətbu orqanı olsun, amma, ənənəvi
divar qəzeti kimi yox, daha müasir, parlaq jurnal formasında.
İstədik ki, burada uşaqlar öz fikirlərini, onları narahat edən
məsələləri, məktəb və məktəbdən kənar həyat barədə
düşüncələrini elə öz dillərində ifadə etsinlər. Eyni zamanda,
jurnalistikanın bir növ əsaslarını öyrənsinlər, məsələləri
düzgün və obyektiv işıqlandırmağı bacarsınlar, Zati-Aliləri
“Söz”-dən istifadə etmək vərdişlərinə yiyələnsinlər. Necə
alındığına siz qiymət verin. Amma çox da tələbkar olmayın –
bu, ADA məktəbinin şagirdlərinin intellektual məhsulu olan bir
həvəskar jurnaldır və rəsmi xarakter daşımır.
İmkandan istifadə edərək, hamınızın qarşıdan gələn Yeni İl
bayramınızı təbrik edirəm. Qoy 2020 hər bir ADAlıya bol-bol
uğurlar gətirsin!
Samir Javadov
Editor-in-Chief
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Dear Reader,
Hello and welcome to the first ever edition
ADALILAR – ADA school’s official magazine. This
is our December 2019 edition and it will be the first
and last magazine we’ll release in 2019 since, in a
couple of days, the long-awaited winter break will start
and the decade will end! You may be wondering what
the hell Is this magazine, why we have one, or even
why you should read it. Well, in our magazine, we’ll
have articles on interesting topics, catch you up on the
school’s news, student accomplishments, and display
gorgeous photos of the students and the school. Our
goal is to unite the school and make something that is
enjoyable for you all to read. As to why you should
even flip past this page, well there’s a plenty of
interesting articles and photos of students that we have
gathered.
Thank you to our team and many helpers. A big thanks
to our lovely photographers – Kamilla Akhundova,
Khavar Kalantarli, Nuray Ismayilova, Kamran
Mammadov, columnists – Susan Jafarova, Alasgar
Sadigov, Arif Gasilov, Logman Mammadov, Elvar
Mammadov, Vagif Huseynov, Shahla Azizova,
Kamilla Akhundova, Khavar Kalantarli, and Nuray
Ismayilova.
And a very special thanks to Samir Javadov for helping
us with all our challenges and making sure we’re doing
the magazine correctly.
I’m proud to present our first edition and let’s look
forward to more editions, new ideas and future
additions. Honestly, just good luck to us as finals are
coming!

Leyla Saraj
Editor, Media Coordinator
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A DAY
AT ADA
Monday, 06:45 a.m.:
*Alarm starts ringing* - time to wake up
“One more school day… Am I supposed to be
happy or sad?! Okay, I’ll just get my breakfast, put
my clothes on and then leave.”
This is how most students at ADA School would
start their day like, but what does it mean? Is
school boring and exhausting or fun and full of
joy? Or does it just depend on you?
Monday, 08:00 a.m.:
*Teacher comes to class*
“Today, I promise!!! I'll be more attentive and
have more productive day. Just need to focus on
lesson… nothing else”
*After 30 minutes*
“Wait, what was teacher talking about??? Oh
no… I lost my focus again”
I believe this kind of situation is quite relatable,
but let’s go ahead and see what happens next. It
is just beginning of the day.
Monday, 09:00 a.m.:
“Why do breaks end so fast??? Ugh, I am not in
mood for one more lesson, and the day has just
started. What did I do to deserve this? I guess I'll
just sleep during this period.”
Well, if we continue thinking and acting like this,
of course we will end up hating school.
Complaining all the time and being lazy will make
6 boring.
the school day really

Monday, 09:50 a.m.:
“Yaaaaas!!!! Finally! A 20 minutes break. What to do??
Yes, I know what to do”
At ADA School, every day after second period,
students get a 20 minutes break. This is when they all
can meet each-other, gather to play some fun games,
go to canteen (if needed) to get some food / drinks or
just sit, have conversations with friends and chill. This
break is probably one of students’ favorite time at
school.
After the break, students have to attend two or three
more classes depending on when they have their lunch
time. The lunch break is either from 12:00 p.m. to
01:10 p.m. or from 01:00 p.m. to 02:10 p.m. During the
lunch time, students can have their lunches together
with their friends, go out and walk, play any kind of
games (board games, card games, football, basketball
etc.) and so on. P.S. this break is also one of students’
favorite period at school.
Monday, 03:00 p.m.:
“I can’t believe it… Only one lesson left and can finally
go home”

Monday, 04:00 p.m.:
“Bye, teacher”
Yay! This guy who has been complaining since very
first lesson can finally go home.
This is just regular day at ADA School, but it is not just
all about this. There are some extra events organized
by school’s administration or ADA’s Student Council
which students can attend. Those activities make
school more entertaining and can be a good source of
motivation for them.
P.S. Lessons are not supposed to be boring, actually.
As I mentioned before, it depends on you. Whether it’s
science or history or language class, there are always
so many new things to learn which are very
fascinating. Participating in class will make it more
interesting for you and is going to affect your grade
positively.
This is about how a daily life of an ADA School might
look like.
By Susan Jafarova
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A GREAT SCHOOL
School. What a great name, a place where you
study, you learn, and you create your own
future. It is a second home of every student. At
this point, the first school that comes to your
mind is ADA School. In ADA School, I observe
warm

relationships

between

teachers,

administration and students. At this school,
every thought of student is respected and
approached individually. For high quality
education

this

school

provides

all

infrastructure. I would say that ADA School can
compete with lots of other schools in all over
the world. Shortly, it is the school which every
student dream of and wants to study in!

By Logman Mammadov

LIFE AT ADA
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A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
I am Alasgar Sadigov, The President of the Student Council
Government of ADA school.
In this article I am writing to inform you about student council’s
achievements and events that took place in the month of
November. The Student Council worked and put in all their
effort to make ADA a better place and more enjoyable place for
everyone. In the month of November, official ADA school
football team- ‘ADA RAPTORS’, was set up and it played
against two other international school’s teams. The ADA raptors
the season
with a win of In
7;2this
against
Baku Oxford8
Another football-related event was the ADAstarted
SchooloffFootball
Championship.
championship,
Wematch
congratulate
theofADA
RaptorsFC
and
wish
them
excellent and skilled teams competed to win.School.
The final
consisted
Nakchivan
and
Team
5; good
team
5 won the championship. More exciting championships will take place soon!

luck in their future games.

One more event that the student council helped to organize was the Colimpiads that took place in ADA. In
this very entertaining activity, groups of students competed against each other in various different games.
Winner of this amazing competition was Team 3 from the Group C which was led by Ms. Esmira Tahirova
and Ms. Arkinaz Rasulzada!
The Student council set up a suggestion box, which helps students to solve their problems and contribute
their ideas to the Student Council. This box is located in the student lounge, so go check it out!
Student Council also organized a charity event to raise money from orphans in “Nur usaq evi”. Students
donated money, clothes, food, amenities, and more. StuCo members visited “Nur usaq evi” and donated the
products and spent time with the children.
If you think this is all that StuCo did for school this month, you are mistaken! Student Council started
planning and selling tickets for the ADA’s got talent. Hope to see you there!
And if you are reading this, that means ADA StuCo made another accomplishment and released the longawaited ADA journal.

By Alasgar Sadigov
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“What I advise you to do is to listen to me during the
lesson and if I do something wrong in your opinion
just tell that to me as a feedback. That would be
great. Oh… and practice what I teach, it will be
easier to learn it that way.”
Mr. Elmin Gasimov

Q1: What phone do you prefer? IOS or Android?
Ans: I prefer Android, yes, but I use one plus like the Chinese model
because I'm used to that and I like the operating system.
Us: So, the operating system of Android is better than IOS?
Ans: Yea, and this is like, if we take the comparison or the price and
the quality then I think Android is better.
Q2: What do you think will be the future of technology?
Ans: Um…I think we are switching to the, let's say to the step, where we want to make everything portable and
having access to the internet, to any services very quickly. So maybe we are going to have some hybrid of a phone
and the computer that is going to be like you have a phone, then you do some transformation over it and it becomes
a computer, so whatever you need right now. Like instead of having several devices, maybe we will have only one.
We are going to get all the technology and functions inside of one.
Q3: Do you have any interesting or fun stories from your teaching experience?
Ans: Fun or interesting stories…so I won't remember the stories if you just ask me that. If there is some association
over it, I might remember something. Nothing comes to my mind that would be too much interesting… but in this
school the thing that made me laugh a lot were the guys who tried to fool me, like, giving me the other work but
knowing that I'm an IT teacher and I might guess it. Their attempt to cheat was very stupid. The attempt to cheat was
failing from the very beginning, like I see the name of one guy, let's say Abbas, and another guy who is Iskender,
and I know another guy was going to upload it. He didn’t even change the name of the file. Yes, so I can even guess
it's not their work, like what kind of cheating is that.
Q4: Were there any subjects you failed or struggled with?
Ans: In school? Actually, I finished everything with an A. No subjects I struggled with. I don't know if you have this
subject now but I had this subject Drafting. It's not really like arts. We had to do some kind of engineering. I really
hated it. Overall, I still passed it with an A, but that A was like the thing I put the most effort in. I hated everything
about it, all the details. That's why I like decoding. Yes, it doesn't always look good but at the same time it still
works. No one cares about the detailed and good-looking version of it, only if you are a perfectionist. I like the result
more.
Q5: What advice would you give to our fellow ADA students?
Ans: So, for my students, I would advise you to give me feedback on things that are hard for you. I try to make my
lessons not that hard. Even if the feedback is not the most constructive, I will still try to understand the reason of it.
The feedback is very important to me. So, what I advise you to do is to listen to me during the lesson and if I do
something wrong in your opinion just tell that to me as a feedback. That would be great. Oh… and practice what I
teach, it will be easier to learn it that way.
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Q.: Could you please describe your time
studying at ADA?

staying late nights, playing mafia games
and everything- so it was pretty fun.

S.S.: It was a great experience- one of the
greatest in my life. The words I would
describe it with are experience, opportunity
and network.

Q.: What advice would you give to our
follow ADA school students?

Q.: What were some of your challenges and
what were some of your successes?
S.S.: My biggest challenge was when I had
to come back from the Netherlands and my
peers were supposed to graduate by 2018.
So, I lost one of my years back in Rotterdam,
and I had to study extra hard and take extra
classes every semester to catch up. In the
end, I managed to graduate in three years
and catch up. The hardest challenges are
usually the greatest successes, so that was
my challenge and success.
Q.: What did you enjoy the
throughout your journey at ADA?

most

S.S.: I think what ADA is different from other
universities, at least, in Azerbaijan in that,
when you come, you don’t just come for
lessons and go home after. When you come
here you know you're reserved for the rest
of the day; you leave at least 6, 7, 8 hours
after your classes are over, because we’ve
had fun with our friends- ordering food,

S.S.: My ultimate advice to every ADA
student would be the following: so many
students complain that it’s hard to study... I
don't know and that the teachers are picky.
Of course, not everything is perfect, there
are certain imperfections for sure, but if you
want to study- want to achieve something
in terms of your academic stance, then ADA
provides you with all opportunities
wholeheartedly. This is up to you whether
you want to use them or not right, and uh if
you didn't use them timely, then it will be
too late to think about it. On the contrary,
saying that it is hard to study at ADA- I don’t
agree with this statement. I think it's hard to
get high grades in ADA, that’s not easy, but
just studying at ADA, maintaining your GPA
for it to be higher than 2, is not a very
difficult target. With a little bit of time
management and application of some
useful strategies to manage your stress,
energy and all other external factors, you
can do well and doing well is somewhere in
the middle.
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PHENOMENAL POETRY

Şeir nədir bilirsən?
Şeir nədir bilirsən?
Sözlərin toplusumu?
Desəm yox.
Cümlələrin yığımı?
Desəm yox.
Hərflərin birliyi?
Desəm yox.
Soruşsan ki, bəs nədir?
Deyil sözlərin toplumu,
O, bir film senarisi
O, iki bəndində göstərir bir sujeti
Nə isə - birdə soruşum,
Şeir nədir bilirsən?
O ki, ilham pərisi qonur saf ürəyə,
O ki, məcbur edir səni söz deməyə,
O ki, bütün sevginlə alırsan qələmi
Yazırsan qəlbinin ən böyük şeirini..
Yenə soruşum,
Şeir nədir bilirsən?
O ki, yazanda deyir: - Göstər məni,
Göstər ki, görsün bütün aləm məni
Ürəyimin ürəyinə toqquşmasını yəni...
Gəl birdə soruşum,
Şeir nədir bilirsən?
Artıq bu son misralar, həm də son
izahlar.
Yormam artıq özümü...
Şeirin son halında, bu mənim son
sözlərim
Sənə son deyişim.
Bir də səndən soruşum
Şeir nədir bilirsən?!
Müəllif: Nurai Hassani
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HE THE WEEK OF LONG MIDTERMS
“Let me check my alarm and see if it is set for 06:45
a.m. tomorrow. Ugh, I wish I could’ve had more time
to sleep. I am so exhausted and need rest. I have
studied too much… anyway”.
We all probably were thinking something similar to
this every day before going to school, during the midterm week (yes, I’ll just call it a week – a mid-term
week). During this week, pupils were tested on the
things they had learned through half of the semester.
However, does it mean that we were stressed out?
Well… good question. A good question needs a good
answer, doesn’t it?
Every student wants to see good results on their
Blackboard account, but those results require too much
hard work. The mid-term week has been quite tiring, yet
interesting for the students of ADA School. Imagine,
along with exams, if we had lessons as well. A
nightmare, right? So, it is safe to say ADA students are
lucky enough.
Students attended exams from 5th of November to 8th of
November. On the first two days of exams, 10th graders
could leave before 11th graders, because they didn’t
have exams from pre-calculus.
On the 7th and 8th of November, every member of the
school was free after 11:30 a.m.

The last day – November 8th was a little more different than the rest of the days
for some students. The communication & My ADA teacher Saleh Sani organized
a “Team Building Challenges Competition”. The main aim of this was to
organize something fun for students, also help them release stress after the
challenging week. Students could show off their skills at these games.
The mid-term week was only 4 days, but we can say that it was a very long one.
Maybe it passed quick, but the amount of work that was put in, during that week,
is something that we can’t define with words… I know, too extra. Actually, it
was all about taking off 2-3 hours (or more if students need) and revising
everything you’ve studied, trying to remember them all. This week was not about
overworking, more likely about and working and resting. The other way of
getting ready for exams is just drinking a cup of tea and watching TV, because
exhausting yourself won’t let you do well on exam. For instance, me – the author
of this article – I personally spent this week like any other one. I believe the
health matters the most, whether it is physical or mental. We should put self-care
before anything else, but as well as focus on our education and try to not to be
lazy, so we could see the color green more often on the section of “My Grades”
on our Blackboard account.

By Susan Jafarova
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TECH AND SHOES

The Tesla Cybertruck is a newly unveiled electric-battery-power battery-powered SUV vehicle developed by Tesla, Inc. Its
demo was performed on the 21st of November 2019. Three models have been already been announced, with battery power
estimates of 400-800 km and an approximated 0–60 mph acceleration time of 3.0 to 6.4 seconds, depending on the model.
The construction will use a special alloy of stainless steel and titanium, designed by Tesla itself for maximum strength and
lightness. The price of the base vehicle will start at $39,900, with AWD versions beginning at $49,900. As of November
24th, there are already 150,000 orders for the super-popular SUV, as declared by Elon Musk, the CEO of Tesla.
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On the other hand, in the fashion sneakers
market, Adidas continues its strong rise to
sneaker fame by releasing its new Adidas
Yeezy 350 V3, also known as the Yeezy 380
"Alien", which implements an futuristic
design, although looking similar to the 350
V2s from the front angle. It also features an
upgraded boost midsole for that extra support
and comfort we all need. The new Air Jordan
"What the 4" is also dropping this week, so be
sure to keep an eye out for those in online
retail stores. While on the topic of sneakers,
the Adidas Yeezy 500 Slate is also dropping,
as are the Air Jordan Retro 6 Travis Scotts.

By Arif Gasilov
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ADVICE
AREA
By Khavar Kalantarli

You know how you feel when you've discovered the ideal pair of pants that outlines everything? All things considered,
that is actually how your certainty ought to be. Without having fearlessness, you'll effectively fall into the lures of doubt
and instability.
Remember confidence is a work in progress, for example, learning a game or an instrument- - and, although these 6moment confidence supporters may just lift your self-confidence briefly, you may very well accomplish something you've
never done. Gathering solid proof that you are awesome and can achieve anything in the will make you feel awesome.
1.Smile

2. Kill Negative Thoughts

Truly, it sounds so cliché, yet you
should smile and flaunt your
magnificent white pearls! A grin can
push the idea of stress away, clearing
for a more joyful you!

Know about your self-meditation. When you change your negative musings
into positive considerations, awesome things start to occur. So, don't let
yourself know "I'm worn out, I should stop." Instead, let yourself know "I
got this, I'm nearly there." Just continue onward and keep up those great
energies.

3.Become a Bobble-Head

4.Exercise

Jam out to your favorite songs nodding your head
along. This movement can insist on the word “YES”
and improve confidence in your thoughts!

Break a sweat! Beside physically profiting by working
out, it functions as mental nourishment also. Studies show
the more you work out the less focused on you are,
executing more certainty.

5. Curse out LOUD (not during school
hours)

Swearing can make you feel increasingly
engaged in this manner boosting confidence.
Simply be careful where you decide to drop the
"F" bomb, you would prefer not to be jobless or
never again getting your grandmas treats.

6.Admire Compliments
Frequently praise can worsen the way you feel about yourself
because of accepting what praise they give isn't valid - however,
there is actually nothing superior to getting real sincere praise, for
example, a birthday card, compensate or an old message. So read
those old writings from your mother or a companion when you're
needing the shock of certainty.

Try these awesome tips, Collegiettes and stay confident! After
all, you're amazing.
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CHESS OF THRONES
There was a chess tournament called “CHESS OF
THRONES” at ADA campus. All the ADA
community – students, faculty, staff and alumni
participated in this tremendous event. Our School
students were also invited.
Our chess players – Fail Bakikhanov, Aydan
Hasanli, Ilkin Hasanov, Alpay Najafov, Malik
Malikov, Elman Hasanli, Tugay Alishov, Aykhan
Huseynli, Raul Hasanov, Shahhuseyn Mammadov
Played well and “fought” selflessly. They did not
get places in the tournament, but they gained an
experience which is even more important.
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PHOTOS OF THE MONTH
During this month we hosted a photo competition. We
have noticed that there are many talented photographers
in our student body, and we wanted to showcase your
skills! Many stunning photographs were submitted and
here’s our top three picks. Thank you to all those who
submitted photos and congrats to the winners!

First place goes to…
Seljan Shafizade

Sadə bir yaz gecəsi ailəmlə gəzintidə olanda necə möhtəşəm bir anın içində
olduğumun fərqinə vardım. Təsadüfən çəkilmiş bu şəkil o an hiss etdiyim
bütün əvəzolunmaz duyğuları, hüzuru və azadlığı özündə əks etdirir. Əgər o
an hiss etdiyim hər duyğu rəssamın palitrasındakı bir rəng olsa idi ortaya
çıxacaq rəsm bu şəkildəki rəng qanunauyğunluğuna sahib olardı.
Seljan Shafizade
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Second place goes to…
Nuray Nurullayeva

inspired by Dmitry Polanski- "appreciate the feeling of darkness and
loneliness, it is better than nothing".
Nuray Nurullayeva
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Third Place goes to...
Rashida Shahmaliyeva
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Hər zaman “Ən sevdiyin fəsil hansıdır?” -sualına : “Hər fəslin öz gözəlliyi vardır.
“-deyə cavab vermişəm. İnanıram ki, bəziləriniz də mənimlə eyni fikirdəsiniz.
Lakin, hər il payız gəldiyində özümə bəlkə də yalan deyirəm deyə düşünürəm.
Axı, qeyri-adi rəngləri, təbiətin səssizliyini və yağışın narın damlalarını özündə
cəmləşdirən əsrarəngiz payız mənə digərlərindən daha səmimi və doğma gəlir!
Təbiətin hər cəhətdən bol olduğu bu mövsüm hamı-şairlər, yazıçılar, rəssamlar
və təbiətə dəyər verən insanlar tərəfindən üstün tutulur. Axı niyə də üstün
tutulmamalıdır?! Payızdan başqa hansı fəsildə ətrafı qızılı, hər bir zərrəsi
müxtəlif gözəllikdə, heyranedici rəngdə görə bilərsiniz?! Başqa hansı fəsildə
ağacdan təzə qoparılmış narın yarpaq və budağının yağışla birlikdə ət rafa
özünəməxsus ətir saçdığını hiss edə bilərsiniz?! Məncə, heç bir fəsildə.
Rashida Shahmaliyeva
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Ghost don’t exist … or do they?
A ghost is a spirit of a dead person. Stories about ghosts were made up all over the world. Every culture has
their own traditions of ghosts, many people claimed that they saw or even felt them. Scientifically, ghosts
are not proven, although there are a lot of TV shows that try to prove that ghosts are real. No one actually
knows what ghosts are exactly- are they invisible? Or human souls? Or some kind of energy? Everyone has
their own thoughts and opinions on them and what a ghost really is. The only thing we know about them is
that “ghost” came to us from the past, and that there were a lot of stories made up about them. But do they
exist, this is a question we will never find an answer to… unless these ghost stories are proof!

“The Black Baron at Pikk-Jalg 14
This modest house is haunted by the Black Baron. Usually, he is not seen; only the candle he carries walks
around, lighting the rooms. Doors unlock on their own, and things go missing all the time here. The Baron
though is not a nobleman at all but a goldsmith. Goldsmith of great skill who sold his jewelry both to the
upper and lower town. But he also practiced black magic, and everything he made was cursed. People who
wore his creations died soon after. The goldsmith never found rest having cursed himself along with his
works. Needless to say, that one should never keep jewelry found lying around in this house.”
-written by Liine Toomse, “visit Tallinn”

“THE GHOST AT HOME
Last night a friend rushed me out of the house to catch the opening act at a local bar’s music night. After a
few drinks I realized my phone wasn’t in my pocket. I checked the table we were sitting at, the bar, the
bathrooms, and after no luck I used my friend’s phone to call mine. After two rings someone answered,
gave out a low raspy giggle, and hung up. They didn’t answer again. I eventually gave it up as a lost cause
and headed home. I found my phone laying on my nightstand, right where I left it.”
- Posted on “haunted rooms”

Those stories are people’s experiences with ghosts. Do you think the stories are true? Or did was the person
mistaken?

By Kamilla Akhundova
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Fun Facts
1. The unicorn is the national
animal of Scotland. Although this
might seem like an odd choice,
Visit Scotland explains that
unicorns played an integral role in
the country's history. Back in the
12th century, William I used the
"proud beast" in the Scottish royal
coat of arms.
2. "E" is the most common letter
and appears in 11 percent of all
English words. The next most
popular letter was "a," which
appears in around 8.5 percent of
all words. The least common
letter is "q," which appears in just
0.2 percent of words.
3. Water makes different pouring
sounds
depending
on
its
temperature.
4. Koalas have fingerprints.
Chimpanzees and gorillas have
human-like fingerprints and so do
koalas. In fact, koala prints are
very similar to human fingerprints,
even to expert crime scene
investigators.

As of yet, no koalas have framed
humans for their crimes, but now
we know it's not impossible…
5. Chinese police use geese
squads. As of 2013, 12 police
stations in a rural area of China
have begun to use geese as
sentries. They are alert animals
and, as you probably know, can
create a lot of noise and
commotion,
which
creative
Chinese law enforcement officers
are taking advantage of.
6. The first iPhone wasn't made
by Apple. The first mobile device
to be called an iPhone was made
by Cisco, not Apple. It allowed the
user to use the voice functions of
Skype without a computer. Apple
announced its own product just 22
days later, and Cisco sued for
trademark infringement. The
lawsuit was ultimately settled out
of court and both companies were
allowed to keep using the name.
However, you've probably never
heard of the Cisco iPhone.
7. The man who wrote Dracula
never
visited
Transylvania.
Despite Stoker's many world
travels, he never visited Eastern
Europe – and, Transylvania, at all.
8. Napoleon was once attacked
by thousands of rabbits.

9. Sharks can live for five
centuries. Greenland Sharks are
known to be some of the oldest
living animals in our world.
Researchers did carbon dating on
a Greenland Shark that was
caught in 2014 and found it to be
around 393 years old. Further
testing revealed that our fishy
friends could be up to 500 years
old. Yes, that would mean that our
geriatric friends would have been
alive when Leonardo Da Vinci
painted “Mona Lisa"

10. You can sneeze faster
a cheetah can run

than

By Shahla Azizova
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st

1 ADA School
Intellectual Game

S

aturday November 23th marked an

place. A member was chosen from each of the

important day for ADA – the 1st ever ADA School

three teams and they had two minutes to list as

Intellectual Games Championship! Volunteers

many Harry Potter characters as they could.

from each class formed groups and the battle of
wits between the twelve classes begun. Questions
about movies, science, math, logic, and basic
knowledge challenged the groups. After six
rounds of questioning, all papers were collected,
phones were returned, and the winner was
revealed – well, the three winners.
At the top of the scoreboard were 10A2, 10B1, and
10C1; the teams were all tied for first place with a
total of 24 points (honorable mention to 10A1 for
finishing fourth place with 23 points...so close). To
settle this tie, a quick round of magic was set in

10A2 won third place, 10C1 won second place,
and 10B1 won the first-place prize with Shahla’s
impressive knowledge of Harry Potter. The
winners all got gift certificates to Cinnabon and
enjoyed the treats afterwards.
The games were amazing (especially
for me, that Cinnabon was great) and
everyone enjoyed themselves with
the brain-racking riddles. We hope
for a second round soon!
By Leyla Saraj
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Trip to “Balakhani Eco-Industrial Park”
“Təmiz Şəhər" was appointed as the managing organization of the “Balakhani EcoIndustrial Park”, and seven hectares of land in the village of Balakhani was allocated
for the creation of a park. The creation of the industrial park of Balakhani serves to
expand the production of highly competitive industrial products based on high
technologies, improve the non-oil sector, including the development of the "green
economy", increase employment, and improve the ecological situation in Baku and
adjacent settlements. In the industrial park of Balakhani built external and internal
infrastructure, roads, electricity, gas, water, sewerage and communication lines,
created the necessary communication system, production areas, offices and
operational buildings.
On the 25th of November 2019, 20 students from the ADA school went to the
Balakhani Eco-Industrial Park to see and learn how the process of recycling and the
ridding of materials that could not be recycled. They got to look through the cameras
and see how the selection and recycling process works while a professional
explained. They later got to go into the burning facility’s control room and see how
the 6 ton lifting crane was operated as well as how the waste was burned to ashes.
By Elvar Mammadov
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Emil Jivishov: “Not everything

learn. Student may still not love the subject,

you learn at school will be

but at least experience enjoyable learning

immediately useful in your life.”

process.

The

challenge

to

motivate

is

enjoyable to be honest.
Q2. Were there any subjects you failed or
didn’t like in school?
Yes, I failed chemistry - I failed it when I first
took it. I was in a private school. We had one
year for English language preparation, a kind
of foundation, where we took only language
and that made me kind of… unmotivated
when I started 9th grade. It was hard for me
to get back on track. Subjects were easy from
the start, but then I realized they were getting
harder and I failed because I didn’t learn the
material. That motivated me, and I taught
myself chemistry from the very beginning and

Q1. What do you enjoy the most about

developed beneficial personal study habits. I

teaching in ADA?

even got appreciation from the teacher; he

The most enjoyable thing is the diversity of
students because, since I teach chemistry, the

said thank you for coming from zero to upper
intermediate.

level of students varies- some of them had

Q3. What could you do if you were not a

chemistry before, some didn’t have. So that’s

teacher?

where actually to me, the teaching is valuable,
because it’s easy to teach the students who
have the same level- let’s say if they are
already highly motivated to learn something,
so there is not much work left for the teacher.
But the teaching becomes valuable when the
student doesn’t want to learn, and teacher
must motivate the student to make him/her

Yea, I would be either in IT or research, in past
I worked in both fields for long years. Lab
research or teaching were already what I
thought about during high school. In high
school,

I

subconsciously

observed

the

teachers and I would analyze their teaching
methods and made remarks for myself, like “if
I was a teacher how would I teach or not teach
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those topics”. So, subconsciously, I liked

one of the sports shoes got right up, touched

teaching. If you can make difference with your

the ceiling and left a very nice footprint. As we

efforts, then the job is enjoyable. Same with

were very noisy, the assistant principal came

the scientific research, where you can see the

in, and he was angry with us. He started telling

difference

find

us to calm down and suddenly he saw the

something new, discover it and benefit

footprint. He said: “I don’t care about the

humanity.

noise, just explain how that got on the ceiling”.

and

progress

as

you

Q4. What part of chemistry should students
never forget?
Carbon makes 4 bonds. In the middle of the
fight or in the middle of the night, you never
forget that carbon makes 4 bonds.
Q5. Any stories from old school you can
share?

These are some of the crazy stories I still
remember.
Q6. What advice would you give to our fellow
ADA students?
Yes, there is a lot of advice to give actually.
The main one is to get the most benefit from
spending time here. First of all, try to enjoy the
lessons, like I hear especially for science

Umm... let me think… We have done crazy

subjects,

things back then. I don’t think some of them

chemistry and I see how students give up and

would be appropriate to repeat here. One of

as they don’t like it. I suggest you to be more

the things we did, I think it was before the New

proactive. Start searching on the internet how

Year. Back then we had firecrackers available

you can apply it to real life. How knowledge

on sale, so what we would do- in the chairs

they gained will make them smarter, wiser and

there were metallic beams and plastic covers,

succeed in the future life. Yes, not everything

so we would fire up a firecracker and throw

you learn at school will be immediately useful

inside of the metal beam and close it and then

in your life. Unfortunately, there is no ideal

observe the cover jump up to the ceiling. The

educational system in the world right now. A

school was only for boys, so we would do such

lot of debate is going on about this topic. At

crazy things. During class breaks we also went

this age you should also learn how to be

crazy or creative, because we didn’t have cell

responsible and independent. In every class

phones to keep us busy. For example, we

you have very interesting topics to learn. Even

played mini football with paper balls. Also,

if your grades are not the best, still you

when we had P.E., we could throw sport shoes

shouldn’t lose the joy of learning. This would

at each other in the classroom. One time like

be my advice.

students

say

they

never

had
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A HOUSE WHERE DREAMS LIVE
On the 23rd of November, the
members of the Student Council
visited Nur Ushaq Evi, an
orphanage in Ramada district, to
provide the kids and caretakers with
necessary supplies, and have an
amazing time with the kids. In
addition
to
trying
hard
academically, ADA School pupils
organize and join social events to
give back to the community.

Such events are definitely being
planned in the foreseeable future,
with more pupils from the classes of
our school. Let’s remember, a
helping hand is way better than a
pointing finger.
A short period of your time can
significantly improve one’s life.

Most importantly, with only an hour
of their time, they managed to create
everlasting memories and smiles on
the faces of the kids.

Although thought provoking, it was
an amazing experience, and we- the
STUCO – will try our best to
organize more such trips with all of
you helping and contributing in any
way, shape or form.

The visitors of the orphanage were
Alasgar Sadigov, Atabey Jamili,
Xaver Kalantarli, Vagif Gasimov,
and Vagif Huseynov.

This was most definitely an amazing
experience for both the visitors and
the children.

They were taken and supervised by
Mr Samir Javadov.

Whether it is with generous
donations or even more preferably
joining us on our trips to spend time
with the children and bolster their
moods. You all will be updated as
soon as possible! Let’s create a
better world all together.
Vagif Huseynov
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Tugay Alishov:
“When I am strongly
interested with what
I am doing, I would
value my victory
much more.”

On behalf of ADA School, we would like to congratulate 10C1 student Tugay Alishov with winning
silver medal in Azerbaijan Championship of Sports Shooting. Congratulations on your success,
Tugay!
In interview conducted with Tugay by Ulviyya Sultanli, we found where his interest to sports
shooting stems from, what does he like about shooting sports the most and Tugay’s views on gun
laws and hunting.
Tugay, please tell us a little bit

top of that, if you own a shotgun, it

strong interest in it – I was mainly

about the shooting sports and

can

the

going to watch my father. For some

the club you go to.

government. The shooting club is

period we were going to Ganja

quite a small place, but they have

shooting club where I tried the

targets for all kinds of weapons.

handgun shooting, we went to

At the club they first inform you
about the weapon itself – how

be

confiscated

by

you’re supposed to use it, how to

How long have you been doing

shoot, when you are allowed to

shooting sports? How did you get

load it, they tell you about the safety

into doing that?

policy and the rules that you are
meant to strictly follow; otherwise
you can either be disqualified or get
fined from the organization – it is
quite expensive financially, and on

shoot in Antalya club as well… And
then my father said that if I am so
good at aiming the target, let’s sign
you up for the shotgun shooting. I

Approximately 3 or 4 years. My

said no problem, so I started off

father is very much into that and we

with

have been going there since my

developed a stronger interest, I

childhood, it is just that I never had

wanted

that

and
to

as

I

gradually

participate

in
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championships. I have been using

months of more active training, this

my victory much more as well. The

my

result is quite good.

same goes for failure situations.

father’s

old

shotgun.

My

teacher, Arif muellim – he has been
in shooting sports for over 40 years
and I have been lucky to work with
him, he has been helping me in

It definitely is! Well deserved.

Tugay, would you like to continue

How did it feel to be one of the

shooting sports professionally in

winners?

the future?

training – pointing out my mistakes,

I actually did not realize it at first. I

I would like to continue it as a hobby

helping me get better and we

somehow thought that I was on 5

th

if I have time, to go with family or

actually have one more competition

or

the

friends. In future I would like to

this weekend.

competition

shooting

become a diplomat and I know I will

mixed up with adults, and I had not

not have much time for professional

realized at the moment that those

shooting.

Wow, really? Good luck in that
one! It seems like you are really
involved with shooting sports.
What do you love the most about
shooting sports?
Actually, the weapons – I have liked
them since childhood, when I was
just playing with toys, and then I
memorized their names by heart. I
wanted to go to the army and work
in military to protect the country.
Now I am just doing the shooting

6

th

place
we

–

during

were

are two different age categories, so
when I got informed that I got the
2

nd

place it was great news. I told my

How do you imagine a diplomat
with a weapon in his hands?

parents, told my father, they were

(Laughing) I think it depends on the

really happy for me as well.

person – as long as you can control

It is normal that we do not win all
the time, sometimes we have to
face failure, but many people
consider it very challenging. Is it
difficult for you to lose?

yourself while holding the weapon it
does not matter. Someone who has
anger control issues, and let’s say, is
doing sports shooting while being
aware they have serious anger
problems and they can potentially

sports as a hobby and if before that

Sometimes it is difficult – for

harm someone, they should not

I was very much into video games,

example I had some failure when I

continue. For example, I am against

now I shifted my attention to the

used to play basketball, and actually

having any weapons in the house.

shooting sports and different kinds

as I said, I had not realized that I got

of weapons – I would disassemble

the 2

and assemble them.

competition right away – and that

Is it your first success in shooting
sports?

nd

place in that shooting

short period of time felt quite heavy,
I felt upset, I was thinking how am I
going to share the bad news with

In some countries it is legally
allowed to carry weapon with you
freely and have it in your house
for self-defence purposes. What
do you think about that?

Yes, it is. I actually have not

my parents and so on. But I would

I think it is wrong. It does not matter

competed before. For the first 3-4

say that overall it depends on my

if you have a license of using the

years my visits to the club were

current level of enthusiasm. If I am

weapon or not – you do not have a

quite scattered and irregular, and

competing just for the sake of it

right to harm any living soul except

then I started participating much

without any interest to the subject –

those people that are also licensed

more actively in the last 6 months

I do not really care if I win or lose,

to hunt animals. But if you do have

and my trainer suggested to me to

even if I win I would think “It does

anger problems, you can harm

participate among other kids of my

not matter, I competed just for fun”,

someone. If that is the issue, I think

age category. I won the second

but when I am strongly interested

they should take that gun they have

place and I think that after just 6

with what I am doing, I would value

and go to shooting club to blow off
steam, rather than carry a gun with
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them

–

I

personally

find

it

disturbing.
Another example is the tradition

so I would say that in a way it is a

otherwise. For example, last year

sign

when my dad went hunting with his

of

weakness,

rather

than

power.

friends,

of men in Caucasus to carry a

Tugay, let’s talk about hunting.

push button knife with them.

What do you think about that

What is your opinion about that?

concept: an armed man goes to

I personally have never carried a
knife with me. I think they do it
because

they

think

they

will

threaten people with their knives, it
makes them hope that they will be
avoided because of that – but how
do they know that a person in front
of them is not physically stronger

nature to confront a bear, or a
lion, or a tiger that is physically
stronger, but vulnerable to the
bullet. What is your opinion about
people shooting animals that are
simply not prepared for that
encountering?

Is

it

a

fair

situation?

encountered

wild

father. In that situation his friend
was obligated to shoot to save his
life. But I agree that generally
speaking, if you are not subject to
danger, it is unfair to shoot wild
animals – if you encounter a bear,
you know you’re weaker and you
simply

take

advantage

of

the

weapon which is not right.
It was very nice talking to you.

and will not show quicker reaction

I think the weapon in nature should

and disarm them? Many guys only

be used mostly in self-defense, self-

carry a knife with them because

protection purposes. My

they are worried, they will run into

does hunt, but only for birds,

problems if they do not have one,

because

he

they

boars that were about to attack my

can’t

catch

father

Congratulations again and good
luck!
Thank you.

them
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UNUDULMAZ TƏƏSSÜRATLAR
ADA MƏKTƏBİNİN ŞAGİRDLƏRİ HEYDƏR ƏLİYEV MƏRKƏZİNİ ZİYARƏT ETDİLƏR

12 dekabr tarixində ADA
Məktəbinin şagirdlərinin Heydər
Əliyev Mərkəzinə ekskursiyası
baş tutdu. Mərkəzin Bakıda xeyli
vaxt fəaliyyət göstərməsinə
baxmayaraq, bəzi uşaqlar burada
ilk dəfə idilər. Mərkəzin binası
şagirdləri öz gözəlliyi və
əzəmətliyi ilə heyran etdi.
Mərkəzlə tanışlıq Heydər Əliyev
muzeyindən
başladı.
Üç
mərtəbədən ibarət muzeydə
şagirdlər Azərbaycan xalqının
ümummilli liderinin həyat və
fəaliyyət
yolunu,
eləcədə

Azərbaycan tarixinin mühüm
dövr və hadisələrini əks etdirən
maraqlı faktlar, foto və video
materiallar və digər unikal
eksponatlarla tanış oldular.
Burada toplanan məlumatlar
uşaqlara
interaktiv formada
çatdırıldı. Mərkəzin əməkdaşı
burada nümayiş olunan hər bir
eksponat barədə ətraflı məlumat
verdi.
Mərkəzdə fəaliyyət göstərən
“Kukla incəsənətdə” sərgisi də
uşaqların marağına səbəb oldu.
Sərgidə Azərbaycan, ABŞ,

Almaniya, Avstraliya, Belarus,
Belçika, Çexiya, Fransa, İsrail,
İtaliya, Latviya, Rusiya, Şimali
Kipr, İndoneziya, Ukrayna və
Yaponiyanın tanınmış kuklaçı
rəssamlarının əl işləri təqdim
olunmuşdur. Burada sərgilənən
müxtəlif ölçüdə və üslubda
düzəldilən kuklalar öz gözəlliyi
və zərifliyi ilə ADA məktəbi
şagirdlərinin diqqətini cəlb
etdilər. Şagirdlər mərkəzdə
xatirə şəkillərini çəkməyi də
unutmadılar.
Samir Cavadov
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ADA’S GOT
TALENT

By Ulviyya Sultanli

What is significant on November 18, 2019 for the ADA School? After several weeks of hard work on every
little detail and rehearsals until late in the evening, the public was presented with the first ADA School
Talent Show.

18 students of grades 10 and 11 decided to show their talent to the public, which turned the show into a
colorful, bright evening full of music, art, dance, humor and simply positive emotions.
The show began with the presentation of Fatima Mammadova, who conquered the audience with her
emotional performance of the song of Lewis Capaldi - “Someone You Loved”.
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Zohra Demirbagh brought oriental notes to the show by performing on the canon and created a mystical
atmosphere in the hall.
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Susan Jafarova chose Ariana Grande’s “Snow in California” for her entry and besides her beautiful singing,
also surprised the audience with her original stage production.

Amina Akbarova’s talent is poem recital that she handles so emotionally that it affects all the strings of
the soul.
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The bright, dynamic dance duo of Raul Khatamov and Nigar Huseynova was clearly on the list of
audience sympathy.

Another memorable dance was staged by ADA school student Aylan Mammadli and her dance
partner Rumeisa Yilmaz, in which they not only performed the dance, but also touched on social issues.
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Yagut Mammadova chose the beloved "All I Want for Christmas is You" for her performance, which
created a festive atmosphere.

Our two talented artists - Shakhla Azizova and Rashida Shakhmaliyeva, in addition to an interesting stage
production, revealing their love of art, also staged a mini-exhibition with their artworks.
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Alpay Najafov decided to bring national element to the show and delighted the audience with his flute
performance of “Sevgili Сanan”.

Another appreciation of Azerbaijani national music was shown by Nargiz Mirzayeva in her beautiful
singing of “Sari gelin”.
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Aysel Mammadova played EXO’s Love Shot piano version, showing this dynamic piece in a completely
different, softer and more gentle light.

Arif Gasilov has oficially become ADA School’s best rapper by rapping one of Eminem’s fastest songs
“Rap God”.
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While it's not the winning, it is the
taking part that counts, jury still
had to face the challenge of
choosing three winners. Let’s talk
about them.
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Farah Hasanzada’s beautiful
performance on ukulele and singing
of James Arthur’s “Say You Won’t
Let Go” led her to winning third
place!

The funny guy –
Faraj Valizada spoke about
challenges of school life and made
the audience burst into laughter
with his stand-up comedy
performance, this success helped
him win the second place.

And finally, Leyla Tomayeva won
the first place: her piano
performance of Mozart’s Turkish
March had an original twist to it –
it was the jazz version of the wellknown sonata, and the originality
of the choice along with Leyla’s
mastery won jury’s and audience’s
hearts.
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Leyla
Tomayeva:
“Nothing affects me
as well as classical
music.”
-

How long have you been playing the piano?

I am in the tenth grade of a music school and accordingly I have been doing this for the tenth
year.
-

Have you participated in other contests previously? Tell us about it!

Of course, I did. From the first grade I participated in various contests, starting with school
contests and ending with the Republican ones. I received the titles "Fəxri Fərman", "Diplomant"
and "Laureate", and in every school contest I took the first places. I played at the concert
dedicated to the 90th anniversary of Heydar Aliyev, at the concert dedicated to the 95th
anniversary of Zarifa Aliyeva.
-

Did you expect you would win? How did you feel when the jury called your name?

I assumed but wasn’t sure, because I prepared the work on my own and in a very short time.
The victory was a pleasant surprise. I am very happy to understand that I give people pleasure
with my game.
-

You chose quite an original entry - jazz version of Turkish March for your performance.

What made you choose it?
I am a big fan of jazz music. I really liked this piece, and the jazz version won my heart.
-

Who is your favorite classical composer and what is your favorite classical piece, if
any?
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I cannot name one favorite composer, because each of them I appreciate and listen with love.
As for your favorite music - from the national it is Ildirimli Yollarla, Yeddi gozel, Arazbari. From
foreign classics -Basso Ostinato, Waltz in C sharp minor op64, Rachmaninoff piano concerto
2, Handel - Sarabande and Second Waltz.
5.Why do you think it is important to listen to classical music?
I believe that classical music has a positive effect on the body, on nerves and on intellectual
development. Personally, nothing affects me as well as classical music. It helps not only to
cope with feelings, but also to express them.
-

Do you think you will continue playing the piano professionally later in your life as
well?

Of course, I will. Music means a lot to me. It is not just a hobby. It is something native to me. I
relax when I play the piano. Music is a part of me, my lifestyle.

By Ulviyya Sultanli
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THIS WEEK’S MOVIES
What to expect to see in the theatre this week
By Elvar Mammadov
Hello there people, I hope your week is going good.
Welcome to the “movies and games corner” of the ADA School Magazine.
As an avid movie fan, I go to see a movie every week, but this week’s selection is a bit
dry and I am sure that some of you have thought that as well. So, I have decided to
use this opportunity to recommend a few movies to watch and not feel disappointed
in yourself. I will recommend something for everyone so you can check to see which
suits you best and watch. That being said, let’s begin.

FORD VS FERRARI
“FORD VS FERRARI” is a movie that tells the real life story of how Henry Ford II
hired Carrol Shelby and Ken Miles to build the infamous Ford GT40, beat Ferrari
330 P4 at the 24 hour race at Le Mans and finally bring the Ford name on top once
more.
The movie has more than enough car models and builds to keep a car guy interested
through every second and it manages to have enough gripping human drama to keep
a non-car enthusiast satisfied. Not to mention the amazing race scenes which will
capture both car enthusiasts and non-car enthusiasts alike.
The cast also compliments the movie extremely well. The actors capture the emotions
of the characters so well, you would think they are actually in that exact situation. The
cast includes big names such as Matt Damon, Christian Bale, John Bernthal, Josh
Lucas and many more.
Overall I give “Ford vs Ferrari” a 10/10 if you are a car enthusiast and a 9/10 if you
are a non-car enthusiast.
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CHARLIE’S ANGELS
“Charlie’s Angels” is a story of a secret spy society saving the world piece by piece
because, as said in the movie, “the governments can’t keep up”.
I’m gonna be honest here, this is the most cliché spy movie ever, right down to the
secret gadgets, the comedy and the protagonists and antagonists.
The protagonists are 4 girls that include “the smart one”, “the strong one”, “the boss”
and “the careless and funny one”. And yes, they have no other character trait
whatsoever.
The antagonist is the cliché “we shall kill the weak so only the strong survive” type or
something like that (he wasn’t that memorable) and “the assassin that doesn’t talk”.
Again, no other character trait whatsoever.
Even with those flaws the movie is still good.
To quote my close friend, “there is a reason for it being cliché”. The characters, while
being bland as hell, are still enjoyable to watch. Add that to the movie’s great fight
choreography and you have yourself a pretty good 2 hours.
Overall, I give this movie a 6.5/10, enjoyable but you wouldn’t watch it twice. (though
this one is a bit of a risk)
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DOCTOR SLEEP

“Doctor Sleep” is the long-awaited continuation of the
legendary movie known simply as “The Shining”.
It follows Danny Torrance, now an adult played by
Ewan McGregor (not related to Connor McGregor),
as he protects Abra, a little girl with the same
supernatural abilities of Danny called “The Shining”,
from Rose the hat, a few hundred-year-old woman
that survives off of “The Shining” and is played by
Rebeca Ferguson.
That recap was way too long but not nearly as long in
comparison to the movie as the movie is 2 hours and
31 minutes.
The movie accomplishes what it wants to accomplish,
as it is very disturbing, but that creep factor doesn’t
really cross the line until that scene with
[REDACTED] and how they [WORD REMOVED]
and then they [CLASSIFIED DUE TO SPOILERS].
The movie’s pace is a tad bit too slow, but every scene
is filmed extremely well and always accomplishes what
it wants to do. Add that to the top notch acting and
you have yourself a well spent 2 hours and 31 minutes.
Overall, I give this movie a 7.5/10 if you plan to watch
it as a horror movie and another 7.5/10 if you plan to
watch it as a comedy movie with your friend (though
that completely relies on your sense of humor).
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Sudoku
Sudoku is easy to play, and the rules are simple. The objective is to fill a 9x9 grid so
that each column, each row, and each of the nine 3x3 boxes (also called blocks or
regions) contains the digits from 1 to 9.

The answers will be published in the next issue.
Bring the right answers to E208 and get your special
prize from the Editor-in-Chief!
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B

udur, yeni səhər açılır. Günəşin ilk şüaları pəncərələrdən sinif otaqlarına
daxil olur. Məktəb, san ki yuxudan ayılaraq uşaqları həmişəki kimi qarşılamağa
hazırlaşır. Maraqlıdır, yeni gün bizə nə gətirəcək? Yeni biliklər, yeni dostlar, yeni
təəssüratlar, yeni sevinclər?
Yeni sabahların xeyirli olsun ADA Məktəbi!
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“It is the mark of an
educated mind to be able to
entertain a thought without
accepting it.”
Aristotle
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